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ABSTRACT
In growing trend of designing the BIM has been of very significant role in enhancing the productivity of building industry
by providing a common platform of design and mutual collaboration. AEC (Architecture engineering and Construction)
industry are today working on the same postulate of BIM that provide collaboration of object based model data from
different field at single place from different designer experts in their field. The designing process starts from the very
beginning of foundation to its complete life cycle is considered and analyzed, and properly preserved in BIM platform.
The proper interlinking among different cad software and their understanding of building data is of legitimate step in
knowing the BIM Strength and its vast functionality over the building designing and their simulation, and further
analysis for code compliance checking and implementation in real life infrastructure establishment. For all this a word
Interoperability is used that English meaning is the ability to exchange and use information and infers same meaning to
the data exchange among the BIM tools. For data exchange, a unique and standard data format finalized by IAI, called
IFC (Industry Foundation Classes), is supported and exploited by BIM software. In this paper accentuation is made on
inspection of complete data exchange as IFC and their interpretation by all proprietary software and other Open-source
software, and thus claims made by software Interoperability is checked.
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INTRODUCTION
Interoperability [1, 2] issue aroused as very crucial matter in field of building designing and lack of intellect in
data interpretation by different software or their in-ability to interpret the IFC data. As earlier since dawn of
designing when only 2D drawing is in fashion there was no such necessity had felt by designer as every
propriety software have their own database i.e. Standalone and designer basically work on single platform.
Later on by growing of building industry and have efficient and non-erroneous result with parameterized
objects recognizes the need of cooperative work for different field involved in Structure designing. As AEC
[3] is very complex and involves a very vast range of work specific areas which encompass over the discipline
like structural deals with seismic effect, energy analysis, deformation and deflection under different loading
behavior, mechanical, electrical and plumbing and their proper planning and scheduling. To make all this
possible BIM [4] maneuver is leading building industry towards great success and make structural and
architecture engineers feeling well in working together albeit working on different software having own
database and type. But still lack of interoperability has been seen in software due to their race of
entrepreneurship [5] in market and getting dominancy over the world. Although there are soft-ware [6] that
claiming full interoperability but actually not supporting complete interoperability. This paper presents
different criteria made to understand the inter-operability within and outside the software with a standard
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format IFC that is created by ArchiCAD [7] here. Criteria [8] like having complete number of component,
property sets, entities etc. are taken into account to relegate whether particular software is interoperable.

2. INDUSTRY FOUNDATION CLASSES (IFC)
Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) [9] provide a common standard for data Interoperability and have been
used as a common model in architecture, engineering and construction domains. Major CAD vendors have
provided interfaces to IFC, which make it easier to integrate CAD systems with external analysis tools. IFC
was first emerged in 1966 by IAI (International Alliance for Interoperability) [10] and released different
version of IFC by the time, presently ongoing version is IFC23 and new coming version is IFC24.

IFC is written under the specification of ISO 10303 which enables the modeling and data exchange. IFC is
also called as STEP (Standard for the Exchange of Product data) file which comprise of the all schema that
defines the building elements. More specifically a STEP file is written in EXPRESS schema in which IFC
language is defined and their mapping is done in conformance to their edition. Presently on process, and most
used IFC 23, is mapped under ISO 10303-21 and IfcXML is mapped under ISO 10303-28. The language
definition of IFC version 2x3 includes 327 data types, 653 entity definitions8, and 317 property sets.

3. METHOD OF INSPECTION
The checking to quantity can be achieved by software like IFC viewer, IFC File analyser. By IFC file viewer
the syntax format checking can be done and thus can be stated whether particular software importing the IFC
is of a standard conforming to the ISO norms. This will be the first step for checking for interoperability for
data exchange in the form of IFC. Once it is sure that IFC exported is of appropriate syntax, data-flow and
contain all component placed during the designing, then further investigation is done. Thus, here a sample file
of IFC is visualized in IFC viewer and IFC analyzer.

3.1. VISUALIZATION IN IFC ANALYZER
As IFC file generated from ArchiCAD imported in IFC Analyser, it display enlisted data of file and generate a
separate Excel file that contains all the Elements, entities and their relation as shown in Figure 1, 2, ??.Going
through analyser confirmation of data exported is achieved even if there is not any provision to get the visual
form of model. This software is of only beneficence in getting the overview of components contains.

To scrutinize the Interoperability in different support the following two way of inspection are adopted:

Figure 1: Start up page shown by IFC File analyser
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Figure 2: Shows the quantities of component

Figure 3: Startup pager in IFC Viewer’

• Round Tripping within same Software.

• Visualizing same file in different software like Revit, IFC Analyser, SMC (Solibri Model Checker) etc.

Now the matter is of what criteria is to be set to analyze the different software that provide a concrete result
about the stage of interoperability in BIM software at present stage. For all this a list of checking is taken into
account to scrutinize the compatibility of software against IFC standard format. The following are the
measures that taken into account:
• Element Geometry
• Relative Position
• Element Color
• Number of Elements and Entities
• Psets (Property Sets)
• Model tree Structure
After performing all above inspection a summarized points are reproduced that shows the result of the inter-
operability.

3.2. ROUND TRIP
Round tripping is the process of exporting, and then importing of a model into the same Designing software
by which it is created. For complete interoperability IFC data should open in all IFC compatible software but
due to some reasons, it is not going, as it should be, are as follows:
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• Proprietary software are supposed to be more keen in is keeping their data private thus not exporting
complete building data that create the issue of corrupted data.

• Sometimes it exports IFC data that support in same version of application.

• IFC does not support some of feature regarding proprietary software that does not export complete data
thus on re-import creates the problem of data inconsistency.

Here the same process is used to examine the interoperability in software by exporting IFC file from it, and
then importing the same into it. A flow of round tripping is shown below:

Above process is implemented on two software; one is ArchiCAD and other is Revit as there are two most
used design software.

Figure 4:

.

Figure 5: Shows the quantities of components.

3.2.1. ROUND TRIPPING IN ARCHICAD
• A native model i.e. a sample model of ArchiCAD, is chosen to perform for Round Tripping.
Opening a model into ArchiCAD and going through the every plan of model and its 3D visualization every
single pointis examined carefully to have a study of model, and then export it as IFC file with General
Translator. Then after same file imported into the same platform with General Translator and get results with
some critical points like;

• Main file have proper plan map without overlap-ping of components at lower stories but IFC file have
overlapped data on different stories plans as shown in Fig 5(from main file) & Fig 6(from IFC).

After analyzing the plans and 3D layout out, result found is going a little against the Round Tripping.
Although 3D view including other data is completely interoperate as investigation is done with ArchiCAD 16
and also to this date a certification is given to ArchiCAD for their complete Export and import of IFC23 in
different MVD (Model Definition Views) like Coordination View 1.0, 2.0 and extended views by
buildingSMART.And its investigation result summarized in figure below: But still as shown by red oval in
figure there are some
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Figure 6: 3rd Floor of IFC have duplicate basin from lower storey

Figure 7: Dotted lines image and oval shows the component from other storey

Figure 8:

.
Figure 9: Startup page of Revit sample model

Component count OK

Relative Position OK

Element Geometry OK

Psets or Property Sets OK

Model Tree Structure OK
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.Figure 10: Error page appear on opening the file.

Figure 11: Error report
issues with interoperability. Some of components from other storey plan get displayed on other storey

plan.
3.2.2. ROUND TRIPPING IN REVIT
Same investigation is performed as done in case of ArchiCAD. The only difference is of the sample file that is
from Revit. On opening the main Revit file, its Startup page is open without any error as in Fig. 9

After having this and examining every plan carefully export the file as IFC and then import it into Revit. It
takes more time to open IFC file and shows pane of errors on startup of opening as shown in Fig. 10 and Fig.
11

From above examination conclusion came is that Revit is not supporting round tripping at large extent as it is
not capable of open its own created IFC file in own platform. And also the overall result comes is shown in
figure below:

4. VISUALIZATION AND INVESTIGATION OF MODEL IN DIFFERENT SOFTWARE
Here the Applications used for investigation are listed below:

The IFC file generated from ArchiCAD is imported to all these software and analyzed as follows:-

Component count ERR(Missing or not
proper)

Relative Position OK

Element Geometry OK

Psets or Property
Sets

ERR(Not exported all)

Model Tree
Structure

ERR(Not properly shown)

Figure 12:
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ArchiCAD Graphisoft,www.graphisoft.com/

Revit Autodesk.com

DDS-Cadviewer www.dds-cad.net

SMC(Solibri
Model Checker)

www.solibri.com

IFC viewerII http://www.ifcviewer.com/

http://www.ifcengine.com/

IFC File
Analyzer

NIST

Figure 13

Figure 14: Error pane just after opening a IFC file Model Checker

Figure 15: Description of errors
5. IMPORT TO REVIT
On opening of IFC file into the Revit [5], Fig. 14 shown above is appeared that  shows the  errors and

warnings that simply state the inability to read the IFC.

Analysing all IFC into Revit by switching to all Storey plan and 3D views, the conclusion come is enlisted
below;

• Component count is ok.

• Geometry of elements is distorted somewhere otherwise OK.

• Element relative position OK.

• Scheduling of Attribute is not proper and discrepant.

• All Psets are not imported.

• Color-coding is not proper.

• Model tree is not properly exhibit.
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Figure 16: Model in Solibiri

6. IMPORT TO SOLIBRI MODEL CHECKER
Opening the model into Solibri Model Viewer, the startup model seen is shown in Fig. 16 below, and
conclusion come is enlisted as follows:

• Component count is OK.

• Geometry of elements is OK.

• Element relative position OK.

• Scheduling of Attribute is not proper and discrepant.

• All Psets are imported.

• Color-coding is proper.

• Model tree is properly exhibit.

7.  IMPORT TO DDS CAD VIEWER
Fig.17shows the model in DDS cad viewer . Visualizing through the viewer following result is come given
below;

• Component count is OK.

• Geometry of elements is OK.

• Element relative position OK.

• Scheduling of Attribute is OK.

• All Psets are imported.

• Color-coding is not proper.

Model tree is OK.

:

Figure 17: Model in DDS Cad Viewer 6
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8. CONCLUSION
After having gone through to BIM software and other IFC supported software or open source software
available at buildingSMART a conclusion is come that reveal interoperability stage at present time or issues
related to it. To bring out the interoperability stage result, different criteria is adopted like round tripping, that
is not any certification method or criteria adopted by buildingSMART, but cannot be avoided as, in building
industry, it is obvious to round trip the same file into the same software when and where some correction is
needed. Importing the IFC file in other software and the further investigation is done, as IFC data is
collaborated from different software at a single platform.

To this date still there is need of some improvement in the IFC data export and import facility offered by
different cad software. The software like Revit that sup-port the IFC export but does not support IFC import
even show error on importing of IFC file exported by its own software. Some of the software cannot display
or preserves color-coding of original object as in case of DDS CAD viewer. Besides all these the problem
seen is of 2D interoperability as it is not properly dis-played or not properly exported in IFC form as it is
noticed in ArchiCAD and DDS cad viewer. There are different type of translator provided by different
software that may or may not be properly support for IFC and so cause the problem of 2D and other issues of
interoperability. Interoperability related to component count, geometry of components, and attribute of
parameterized object is found OK in almost every software but still some degree of discrepancies seen in
some software that weaken the interoperability. More or less the betterment in IFC, translator rendered by
software is needed to resolve the problem of interoperability and make it even much smarter.
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